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TABLE OF CONTENTS DEDICATIONS Note to the reader's introduction: And so it begins Chapter 1 - EntreLeadership Defined Chapter 2 - Start with a Dream , End to Goal: Living in Your Dreams, Visions, Mission Statements and Goals Chapter 3 - Season Your Day with Steak Sauce: Taking Advantage of Time
Management and Organization Chapter 4 - The Invertebrate Leader is Oxymoron : An easier way to make difficult decisions Chapter 5 - No Magic, No Mystery: System, Recipe and Truth about Great Marketing Chapter 6 - Don't Flop whoppers : A practical guide to launching your dream Chapter 7 - Business is easy...
Until people participate: Hiring, shooting and personality styles Chapter 8 - Death of the Seller: The Art of Sale Serving Chapter 9 - Economic Peace for Business: Bulletproof Principles for Money, For your debt and future Chapter 10 - Map to the Party: Seizing on the undeniable relationship between big communication
and big business Chapter 11 - People are most important: Building unity and loyalty with your best resources Chapter 12 - Caught up in the act : Strengthening your business success through recognition and inspiration Chapter 13 - Three Things That successful people never pass: Processing contracts, sellers and
collections Chapter 14 - Show me the money!: Compensation plans that shoot people up chapter 15 - Managing the rope: Delegation: The best way to build a company bigger than you You don't have to be a wordsmith to know what two words combine to form dave ramsey's book title : EntreLeadership: 20 years of
practical business wisdom from the trenches. They are two words that all small business owners have heard many times: entrepreneur and leadership. Ramsey's book combines the two concepts and gives invaluable advice on what he defines as a process that leads to the growth and success of the company. Much
more than just personal finance Many know Dave Ramsey as a personal finance guru. He has presented us with popular books such as The Total Money Makeover. But Ramsey's isn't just an expert to help people get through their debts and manage their finances. EntreLeadership is deliberately written for business
owners. It tells how Ramsey grew his company from a living room card table into a multimillion-dollar business. The story covers not only his success, but also the mistakes he made along the way. EntreLeadership distinguishes itself from many other business books by giving hard-won practical advice and words of
wisdom. There is no general formula for business success, but EntreLeadership gives a pretty close approximation, advises everything from funding to hiring talent vibrant corporate culture. And he does everything with energy, enthusiasm and direct speech. To get an idea of how excited Ramsey is to help you become a
better entrepreneur, watch this video of the conversation he gave at the recent EntreLeadership Summit. A director at DetailsAside here, Ramsey conveys countless gems that stay with you for being a better leader in your business. For example, calling people team members rather than employees. Here at The
Newsletter Pro, we've adapted our gossip policy and hiring practices so that they closely match ramsey's advice in this book – and that's why we're thriving. In Chapter 11, for example, Ramsey talks about team unity. He explains that people who complain laterally (to people of the same level) add negativity to the culture.
These excerpts are the definition of gossip - a poison that tears a company apart rather than connecting it. The seller should not talk about their slow computer to a seller who cannot help them. Instead, they should talk to a manager or IT. Complaining to someone who can't do anything is pointless and destructive. In
addition, it prevents anyone with the power to fix the problem from doing so. In this blog post, Ramsey goes into a little more detail about the destructive nature of gossip. There are so many lessons in this book, it would be impossible to squeeze them all here. Nevertheless, here's one more that we live by: People aren't
controlled. Money and things are controlled. People are served. This effectively sums up what it means to be EntreLeader - someone who serves passionately; a maverick with integrity; disciplined risk taker and so on. It's not just a book. It's ProgramEntreLeadership has helped so many business owners that the book
that spawned the phrase was just the beginning for Ramsey. EntreLeadership is now a full program for business owners, including a website, podcast with more than 200 episodes, a coaching program and multiple events each year. Some of us are born leaders capable of generating enthusiasm in our teams. Others are
natural entrepreneurs. They understand what it takes to grow a business from one person in a garage to a successful organization. Ultimately, however, if you want long-term success, you must be EntreLeader. Dave Ramsey offers a way to become one, all based on his personal experience. If you want to run your
business with vision, honesty and passion, EntreLeadership should be on your bookshelf. Go back to chapter one and list the things you always have to do. Positional leadership vs Persuasion LeadershipHead of fries is in position, persuasion is debate. The leader must have a servant mentality. company, family, etc.
Chapter 3 What you do, how you perform what you do is and dreams with a work santa Return to chapter one list of things you always have to do. Positional leadership vs Persuasion LeadershipHead of fries is in position, persuasion is debate. The leader must have a servant mentality. company, family, etc. Chapter 3
What do you do, what you do, what you do, are visions and dreams where workwear is involved in transforming vision into energy goals are specific and measurable quadrants that are important and urgent, but not urgent, but not important, and urgent Chapter 5 policymakers Fear - decision Citisism - are not afraid of it.
But be careful who you're listening to. Don't do anything, don't say anything there aren't the ones you listen to make a decision1. Set a deadline2. Take the right time, bigger decisions will take more time to decide.3. Give yourself a lot of options and narrow them down. Your team will make a decision. Be data collectors.
take the time to offer their suggestions before offering your suggestion. Make sure you have a clear sense of ethics. Situational ethics are bad. One good tip is to ask your spouse. Most of the time, they see things from the outside and help make the best decision. MarketingOprah effect -(2nd) 60 Minutes effect -
Momentum therom - focused intensity over time multiplied by God is equally momentum. Reasons to loosen Momentum - loss of focus - greed (far too quickly) Make sure the concentrated intensity over time - you focus on things that really matter in Chapter 7 Don't Flop Whoppers Start Small and Be Proud. Start humble
and be proud. When is it time to jump, quite a day job. Two things that make the most of it. One- starting percentage compared to day work. Secondly, how income is on the rise in startup Passion matters Hard work is a prison if work doesn't matter. What: How: Why: People buy the reason why you do it. Build your
bouquet within reach of the Bouquet. Things you're good at. Passion overcomes obstacles and age. Do your research. Look at the company. ConclusionSize That companies help flourish in our economy. Chapter 8 Hiring fire and identity. Turnover is bad for business Take more time to hire. Take more time. Don't get an
employee, get a team member 12 parts to hire. 1. Prayer 2. Advertise and get referrals - a waste of time. Referrals from existing employees - bonus3. 30 minute drive-by interview 2 ears 1 in mouth 4. Resume and references5. Testing Tools - RelationalIty Disk Test. Doruus - Lion Influencer - Otter Stable - Golden
Retriever Compatible - Beaver6. Do you like them? Hire people you like.7. Are they going to light up? They have a passion for their position. They do the work without pay. A philosophy of what you're doing. I work hard and as a Christian. But not just one of them.8. Personal nudge and assignment. Look towards Budget.
Make them create a personal task description. 9. Compensation calculation - develop exactly what people are paid and benefits before an interview. People who talk about money first aren't the ones you want on your team.10. Key performance areas - detailed job description, KRA. What are the requirements of the
work.11. Spouse interview - you will receive advice and thoughts from your spouse. Dinner with the head of the department, the boss and their spouse. Dinner with a new rental and spouse.12. 90 days probation - no obligation for our company, we have all the obligations for a new lease. Reduction - Team
membersKoree reason checklist for publication. The root cause of failure. 1. Leadership failure - KRA outlines well? Considering the winning instruments? It's a two-week it-week thing. 2. Personal problem - Quantify the problem. Assess how you can help. Always go a long way in expanding personal problems. 3.
Incompetence - Quantify level. Behavioral problem. He will never achieve excellence, and he never will be. Release them. Fire the gun, release the bullet to go elsewhere in TheTimeframe for release. Immediately - honesty and stealing. Work. Zero tolerance. Treat people kindly and care about them. Verbal rebuke -
fatherly instructions on what you need to do to stay. - be short - be uncomfortable for everyone - attack the problem directly. Sandwich - thank you, problem, please - private, never do it in front of someone else - be a gentleman. Kindness. Believe in what you're selling, or don't sell it. Know the competition and serve your
customer. Know why you're feeling better without unpacking. Listen instead of talking, ask questions. They'll tell you what they want. People don't buy products, they buy what those products do. Describe the benefits, not the product. The closer you get. - techniquesEntreleader does not close with the wrong attitude. No
arm twisting techniquesFeel, felt, foundThe Assumptive Close - simply takes the order. Shut up - teach your team to listen and shut up, ask. Alternative Close - assumptive brother, presents two closing options. No, yes or no. Calendar close - two days in which the closing time must be displayed. Integrity Close (test
drive, puppy nearby) - it's really hard to give back. Money in parliament - bills are promises. Without money, there's no sale. Conclusion - love the product, love the customer and serve. Chapter 9 Financing economic peace and not being afraid when stock mArket was panicking. Never make big decisions in fear or
drunkenness. Lots of cash, no debt, margin for products, generosity. The basic principles work. * Make ledger - cash flow problems due to lack of accounting. * * Micro-enterprises - primitive accounting, no embezzlement. Never pay business expenses from a personal or personal account. Taxes kill - borrow VAT money.
You have a tax checking account and save 25% on taxes * Budget - P&amp;L yourself. But you have to do more. Budget... I'm looking forward to it. * * Your salary - the business oversed when they. More credibility, more need for toys. Just buy with leftover money. Do not impress with decorations. * Tax savings on
unsent products for profit. - stupid, not bought to save on taxes. * * $75,000 profit per year = 25% tax bracket * $10000 used to get deduction * Saving 25% or $2500 * Spent $10,000 saving $2500 * Debt - surviving 10% on ideas. Debt magnifyes mistakes. Non-lethal failure. * * Space camp - 1 book every five weeks. I
made eight books, three more to advertise. Space camp was a trademark. Borrowing would have made them eat money when they had to spread books. * Debt kills cash - cash flow problem, tax and debt problems. * Debt mythology 1. Start without debt - start with a small cash 2. Credit myth - cash flow changes 3.
Credit card debt in business - reactive, didn't think. 4. A large purchase requires debt - rent and save to stay ahead. Slow and stableRules for large purchases 1. Pay in cash 2. Rent until you can pay. 3. To avoid debt 4. We buy second-hand (questionable with electronics) * Save - accumulated income? 6 months of
working capital. * Expect the unexpected * Investing in your favorite business. With more money, you can try new things. Oportunity's knocking. * Be generous - the hallmark of acting with your soul. * Applying the principles - stop spending money if you have debt * drop your personal income * Use profits to reduce debt
and spend some on cashChapter 10Nity relationship between great communication and great companiesMap/Directions story - bad instructions are frustrating Communication in business is a great map for the party1. Don't make communication a priority2. Management deliberately communicatesTeam knows what is
happening = employees Not team membersFear, frustration, mistrust - a culture of secrets and gossip. Tell them what a dream is. Repeat your goals and dreams. Decide how you communicate during a crisis. - win an uncertain share. more details and more about the story, then you'll be satisfied. - disclaimer. No gossip.
Sensitive information. Behavior like adults - never embarrass people during oversanalysing. - no privacy on my devices. Common ways of communicating 1. Staff meetings. What do other employees do? Productivity and sinergy rose. 2. Devout meetings. Inspiring times with a local pastor or leaders. 3. Post office.
Voicemail, email, non-verbal communication is 80% of communication 4. Weekly reports. A summary written for yourself. High and low score, personality. 5. 1. Report musts - read and react! 6. Key result areas - Specify what winning will look like. 7. Control by walking - no better way to communicate than in person 8. 1.
Tom Peters - In search of excellence 1. MBWA - hands on leadershipChapter 11. People are employee moststory - Tragic news How to make decisions quickly? Golden Rule Treat others how you want to be treated if you want to build and unity. People need to be treated with dignity. The story of the seller's
compensation in a million-dollar deal. Fanatical honesty Never misses payroll Never mistreatmentIncurers must follow in a predictable, positive and proactive way in every thing and opportunity. People only allow themselves to lead when they feel valued and treated with dignity. UnityBelgian Draft Horse - 8000 one,
20000 two. It is not simple or easyDisunity more than smoothing out the unity of all other enemies of unity on 1 January 2007. Poor communication 2. Lack of common purpose, goals, mission, vision, dream 3. Gossip - problems must be handed over to leadership by 4 May. Unresolved disputes - Resolve them. Common
honesty and shared respect 5. Accepted incompetence - good team members demoted. Unity and loyaltyCaught in the act Attention is essential People who can't cope with affection Recording 1. Just to do it. Recognize it when you see it. If you do that, you'll be a leader and a human being. 2. Do it in front of the people
the person cares about. 3. Identify in writing. 4. Identify additional power in front of your peers. 5. Recognition does not have to be expensive. 6. Must be inspiring 7. 1. Flow of vision 2. Compensation 3. Crusader mentality 4. Storytelling - history, building 5. Predictability - irregular behavior does not inspire. 6. Passion 7.
Example - set tone, speed, work ethic teamConclusion - it is unavailable. That makes sense. Show me the money, the compensation that ignites people. Pay them as you'd like to be paid if you were in their shoes. Creativity is key. Don't overpay them. Your team will see that. Incentives that share the profit. The people of
the Commission are getting richer. Ways to pay people * Salary - don't motivate * Profit sharing - a great way, but dangerous if done badly New animals - the team discussed compensation. Tigers - irritable waitress. Koala bears - 5:30:00Seniority sounds like corporate reason. 50% of years of work. 33% personal
scoring and attitude. 17% of the department's profitability. Ways to give profit-sharing money. * Distribution of profits means that I share some of my profits * Only when expenses decreased and profit increased. Commission * Direct percentage - make a sale and collect a percentage. * Salary plus - lower premium, pay is
slightly above hunger levels. A lottery plus a lottery is like a salary. The fee will not be paid until the lottery has been repaid. 5:37:30 Profit and loss bonus - lousy salary. Percentage after more than a month. Fighters. Their own company. * Credit - CFO, Chief Operating Officer - is based on the business control matrix.
Broke salespeople smell bad. They're pushing me. Benefits * Free items * Occasional meals * Health insurance - enough for insurance is less. Never pay 100% * * Disability insurance - group prices are awesome * And creative - movies, pot good once a month. * With gym memberships - but rules * Ministry Week - an
extra week off if they used it in a certified nonprofit. * Education - website story. Sometimes they learn and leave with your education. But but HR Fund - training, 401k, flowers, airfare. The conclusion - to develop a generous culture. When you're insecure, be a generous rope - delegation - the best way to build a bigger
company than you. * Trust - do not violate trust. - * Shorten the rope, step to loosen the rope. Art, if delegation is to extend the silimar ropeInv not first When you delegate inproperly, you build a mess. Properly prepare your organization for the future, hire and keep only the right people, build unity and loyalty, identify
achievements, and replace creatively, delegation becomes the joy of your life. Magic formula - In order for an entre leader to delegate successfully, you need to rely on the integrity and composting of team members. The price of the paper. Delegation is a long process. Integrity - complex tasks for integrity only. If you
steal, you're fired. Henry Cloud - Integrity - Integer, any integer. Not a fraction. Act wholeness.Compotensy - trust in intelligence and skills. Walk with them as they show their knowledge and abilities. Compotensy is more than just the ability to complete a task. * How was the task done * How did all people feel * Did all the
problems be taken into account? * Was all downsides taken into account? * Were all the financial concrete aspects of cash flow and profit considered and managed? Never expect more than what you're checking. Never give up the level of delegation - Stephen cover, principled centralized leadership Systems and
processes can only do so much verification of honesty and compensation, still teach why. Gofer-level delegation - simple tasks that are easy to check. Hallinta - Assign concepts that assume implicit tasks. Check the concept. Home building story. Micro-managers, bad bosses. Before they prove themselves, it's called
practice. Authority - never give someone responsibility without the authority to perform. Titles don't make leaders. Give them a name, let them lead. Conclusion - share Ramsey's playbook. The passion of an Entre manager is always a valuable skill in the workplace. Go make changes to the business agglomeration. ...
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